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Despite substantial increases in automobile insurance premiums in recent years, most American insurers lose money in the private automobile insurance market.' Although premiums increased three times faster than inflation between 1984 and 1990,2 American private insurers lost $2.4 billion on personal auto insurance between 1980 and 1988, while other lines of property and casualty insurance gained $7.1 billion. 3 A large portion of these losses derives from state mandates requiring private companies to write insurance at state regulated rates for drivers whom they deem too risky to insure voluntarily. While some states have created government-operated insurance programs, many of these programs have fared poorly, generating billion dollar deficits. 4 The number of uninsured motorists, estimated at 17 million in 1991, has increased because some drivers could no longer afford insurance policies once insurance premiums soared. 5 In response, legislators and regulators have increasingly held rates constant below expected claims, forcing insurers to suffer financial losses when covering high risk drivers. Responding in turn, some insurance companies resolved to leave the auto insurance market to avoid such losses.
To leave the market, insurers cease accepting new business and renewing existing policies. To prevent this exodus, two states-New Jersey and Massachusetts-passed regulations restricting insurance companies' withdrawal. 6 In addition, California's Insurance Commissioner attempted to impose a difficult withdrawal procedure, but the California courts found that the procedure violated the California Insurance Code. 7 Because withdrawal regulations essentially compel insurance companies to lose money selling auto insurance, an insurance executive described one state's efforts as "capital imprisonment.", 8 Withdrawal regulations subvert the very goals of available and affordable insurance that they purport to achieve. Moreover, such regulations effect an unconstitutional taking of property 9 and a denial of substantive due process rights.'" Part I of this Note describes the insurance crises that prompted legislators and regulators in New Jersey, California, and Massachusetts to enact withdrawal restrictions. Part II discusses these regulations in some detail, and Part III analyzes their economic effects. It argues that, although in the short run these provisions can compel insurance companies to bear the mounting costs of auto insurance, in the long run they produce perverse effects. The added costs and risks of the new regulations deter new insurance companies from entering the automobile insurance market and reduce the capital available to those companies that remain. Part IV examines the legal basis for withdrawal restrictions and concludes that New Jersey's and Massachusetts' regulations are unconstitutional. To address the soaring costs of auto insurance, legislators instead must develop a comprehensive solution.
I. THE CURRENT AUTO INSURANCE MARKET
The auto insurance market and the manner in which it is regulated have changed dramatically in the last twenty-five years. Before the 1970's, auto insurance rate regulations set rate floors for premiums to prevent insurance companies from becoming insolvent. In contrast, regulations now strive to keep rates down-sometimes even below the costs the insurance company must pay to provide such insurance-thereby forcing the companies to bear these rapidly escalating costs." Between 1982 and 1991, auto insurance rates increased by 109.5%. However, during that same period, the main factors contributing to the costs of auto insurance also increased at high rates: bodily injury claim costs by 112.1%; hospital room prices by 112.2%; medical costs by 91.4%; auto 7. Travelers Indem. Co. v. Gillespie, 785 P.2d 500 (Cal. 1990 repair costs by 82.3%; and property damage claim costs by 79.6%.12 Many drivers cannot afford the premiums necessary to cover the risks, especially urban residents, who tend to have higher risk factors than suburban residents. 3 High auto insurance rates, combined with compulsory auto insurance laws, 4 squeeze drivers who, in turn, pressure legislators and insurance regulators to ensure that auto insurance is available and affordable. 5 In theory, the market could regulate rates, and those unable to afford the insurance premiums could not drive. Although other insurance markets place this burden of high rates on the insured, legislatures encounter great political pressure to treat auto insurance differently.
This different treatment stemming from political demands has resulted in regulation through rate ceilings. However, such ceilings merely cause insurance companies to sell only to those insureds whose policies will be profitable at the fixed rate. As a result, insurance becomes unavailable to many who want it, and could even afford it, if the state did not enforce a rate ceiling.
In states where regulators do not fix maximum rates, consumers whom most insurance companies consider undesirable risks can obtain insurance from firms that specialize in insuring high-risk drivers. The market for normal-risk drivers is called the standard voluntary market. Drivers who have higher than normal risk factors obtain insurance from companies specializing in high-risk drivers in the nonstandard voluntary market. 16 These companies stay in business only by charging premiums that are higher, often considerably higher, than those charged in the standard market. Even so, consumers benefit because the insurance is available. 7 For instance, Texas, Wyoming, and Utah have a free market system for auto insurance rates. In those states, between 10% and 20% of all drivers are insured in the nonstandard market and only a small 12 percentage of drivers need coverage in the involuntary market, 8 made up of those drivers who cannot find coverage in either the standard or nonstandard markets. Setting maximum rates undermines the nonstandard market because companies serving high risk insureds cannot charge rates high enough to cover costs and therefore must exit the market. In states without nonstandard markets, the number of drivers in the involuntary market has increased dramatically.' 9 When insurers are allowed to charge rates corresponding to risk, most drivers are able to buy insurance in the voluntary market, and the burden of insuring the involuntary market decreases.
By holding rates down, and thus increasing the size of the involuntary market, states create an expensive problem for themselves-they must meet the needs of these drivers. Though a variety of approaches is possible, each is costly and potentially inefficient. By enforcing compulsory insurance laws in a lax manner, states enable drivers simply not to buy insurance. Yet the inadequacy of this solution-both for the driver and for society-becomes evident when the driver has an accident. States often deal with drivers shut out of the voluntary market by offering insurance themselves or by assigning such drivers to private insurance companies. Forty-two states and the District of Columbia use auto insurance plans in which the involuntary market is split up among the insurers that service the voluntary market. 20 Some states employ joint underwriting associations, state-mandated pooling mechanisms through which all auto insurance companies share the premiums and losses of the involuntary market. Similarly, some states organize reinsurance facilities that accept assignments of unacceptable risks from private insurance companies and then allocate the premiums and the losses to the private insurers. Still other states run their own insurance systems, while requiring private auto insurance companies to pay the costs. 2 ' All these plans require massive infusions of state resources and often operate at huge deficits. 22 Rate ceilings not only saddle the state with the expensive task of insuring the expanded involuntary market, but also increase the burdens on voluntary market drivers because insurers must use the premiums of low-risk drivers to subsidize high-risk drivers.' In 1986, Massachusetts auto insurers paid $566 million to subsidize the involuntary market-an average added cost of $363 to each voluntary market policyholder. 24 30 In addition to imposing new costs on insurers, these states have enacted regulations and statutes limiting the ability of insurers to withdraw from the market. As will be argued in Part III, 25 . Grubb, supra note 13, at 15. 26. Grubb, supra note 13, at 20. Although drivers could leave the state in response to high auto insurance premiums, it is unlikely that someone would incur the significant expenses associated with moving in order to find lower insurance rates.
27. Eight companies have already withdrawn from New Jersey. Nine others are in the process of withdrawing while at least seven more are trying to get approval for their withdrawal plans. In Massachusetts, thirteen companies have withdrawn from the auto insurance market and another two are in the process of withdrawing. See infra notes 47, 65- the enactment of these regulations will only worsen the already poor situations in these states.
A. New Jersey
New Jersey has the highest auto insurance premiums in the country. 3 1 In 1972, New Jersey passed a compulsory auto insurance law 32 requiring drivers to buy a higher level of insurance coverage than required by most other states. 33 As a result of this law, auto insurance premiums increased 200% by 1983.
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' Even with these increased rates, insurers were unable to cover losses, but regulators refused to allow rate increases sufficient to cover insurance operating and administrative costs. The number of drivers in the involuntary market rose from 9% in 1970 to 53% in 1989. Rates set for the involuntary market remained at the same level as for the voluntary market. 35 New Jersey has set the rate of return for auto insurance at 3.5%.36 Auto insurers incurred private passenger liability insurance losses of -3.5%, -3.1% and -6.1% as a percentage of direct premiums earned in 1988, 1989, and 1990, respectively. They had a return on net worth in auto insurance of -3.7%, -3.0% and -6.1% in the same respective years. 37 In 1983, newly enacted legislation relieved the private insurers from bearing part of the cost of the involuntary market. The state established a Joint Underwriting Association (JUA) to service the involuntary market and funded it with a surcharge placed on all policies sold in the voluntary market and with funds obtained from vehicle violations and convictions. 38 The insurance companies paid for a portion of the surcharge on insurance policies in the form of reduced profits. However, the insurers, in theory, were not responsible for any deficit resulting from this scheme. The initial funding proved insufficient; by 1990, the JUAs deficit had grown to over $3 billion. 39 In 1989, the New Jersey Department of Insurance found that high insurance rates in New Jersey were caused by high accident rates and inefficiencies in the no-fault law. 4 In response to these excesses, James Florio made reform of the insurance industry a cornerstone of his 1989 gubernatorial campaign. 42 Soon after he took office, the legislature passed the Fair Automobile Insurance Reform Act (FAIR). 43 This legislation dissolved the JUA and transferred its two million policyholders to the Market Transition Facility (MTF). The rates set for the MTF were initially set at the same level as the JUA, and thus, too low to cover costs. Under Florio's plan, drivers covered by the MTF switch gradually into the voluntary market so that only 10% of the drivers remain in the MTF by September 1993. These remaining drivers will be placed in an assigned risk pool similar to that in place before the JUA. Two studies have determined that the MTF would run up a deficit of $1 billion by the time of its dissolution if rates were held at the same level as the JUA." Although FAIR requires the Insurance Commissioner to set rates so that the MTF is self-sustaining, it also requires private insurers to pay off $1.4 billion of the debt incurred by the JUA and any debts incurred by the MTF if it is not self-sustaining. 45 In March 1990, in response to the considerable costs that Florio's plan promised for insurance companies, several major insurance companies, including Allstate Insurance Company, the largest insurer in New Jersey, 46 announced that they no longer wanted to write auto insurance in New Jersey. 46. In 1990, Allstate had 15.9% of the market. Romano, supra note 4. 47. Id. Companies that are currently in the process of withdrawing and have had their withdrawal plans approved include Colonial Penn Group (.5% market share), CIGNA (1.4% market share), American Policyholders (<1% market share), Crum & Forster (.5% market share), and John Hancock Group (.4% market share). Other companies waiting to have their plans approved include Commercial Union Insurance Company (.1% market share), Hartford Insurance Group (1.5% market share), Home Insurance Company (.4% market share), and Sentry Insurance Group (.2% market share). Several major companies, including Geico, Unigard, Nationwide, and Safeco, left New Jersey several years ago because of poor profits, but they had small market shares. See New Jersey Insurance News Service (Mar. 1983) (unpublished news release, on file with author); Telephone Interview with John Tiene, Account Manager, New Jersey Insurance News Service (Sept. 2, 1992); Berg, supra note 42; Best DataBase Serv., New Jersey: All Private Pass. Auto, P/C Experience By State (By Line), at 14 (1991) (on file with author). Although the companies exiting the market now seem to have small market shares, most auto insurance companies in New Jersey insure less than 5% of the market. In December 1992, Allstate announced that it would remain in New Jersey for two more years in return for a rate increase of 6.5%. In addition, Allstate has agreed to drop several lawsuits against New Jersey and will pay the state $75 million to help cover the JUA's deficit. Wayne King, Auto Insurer Reaches Pact in New Jersey, N.Y. TIIES, Dec. 15, 1992, at BI.
In April 1991, under FAIR, the Insurance Commissioner adopted new rules restricting the withdrawal of insurance companies from New Jersey. 48 These rules give the Insurance Commissioner significant discretion in fashioning withdrawal schedules for insurers. In order to withdraw, an insurer must submit a detailed plan for withdrawal containing an estimate of future claims against the company, the probable impact of its withdrawal on the market, the cause for the withdrawal, and certain actuarial information.
4 9 This information allows the Commissioner to determine which provisions of the withdrawal statute should be applied to the withdrawing insurer, a determination that is left to the Commissioner's discretion. The Commissioner can require an insurer to give up all insurance licenses in New Jersey in order to withdraw from one market." For example, to withdraw from the auto insurance market, a company may also have to cease writing other more profitable types of insurance, such as fire insurance. Once a company has withdrawn, it cannot reenter the New Jersey market for up to five years without the Commissioner's permission." 1 If the withdrawal involves private passenger auto insurance, the Commissioner can require that the insurer remain in the state for up to five years or until the withdrawing carrier has been able to place all its business with another insurer, whichever comes first. At the end of five years, if alternative coverage cannot be found, the insurer may start issuing nonrenewal notices. 5 While withdrawing, the insurer must accept the quota of drivers from the MTF that the Commissioner assigns to it. 53 The New Jersey courts have held all provisions of the Act constitutional, provided that the Commissioner enforces them so as to provide insurers a fair rate of return. The insurers have challenged the FAIR provisions forcing them to pay the debt of the JUA without passing this debt onto the insureds, 54 the measures requiring them to insure the drivers in the JUA, 55 and the laws forcing insurance companies that do not write auto insurance to help pay the JUA's debt. 56 In addition, Twin City Fire Insurance Company has claimed that withdrawal regulations requiring an insurer to give up all lines of insurance in order to withdraw from the auto insurance market are unconstitutional violations of the Takings Clause, the Due Process Clause, and the Equal Protection Clause.
57 Twin City also objected to the retroactive application of the withdrawal scheme since the company had submitted its withdrawal application after the announcement of the FAIR Act but before the enactment of the regulations. Nevertheless, the New Jersey courts found the regulations constitutional.
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B. Massachusetts
Massachusetts also has enacted strict withdrawal regulations for auto insurance companies. Massachusetts law forces insurers to charge insureds premiums based on factors which often do not reflect the expected losses of that particular insured. 5 9 The state serves its involuntary market with a reinsurance pool, but because of inadequate rates, the pool has had a deficit of over $500 million per year, totaling over $3 billion since the inception of the system. 6° In 1988, 1989, and 1990, respectively, Massachusetts auto insurers had losses as a percentage of direct premiums earned of -0.5%, -1.0%, and -2.5% and returns on net worth of -0.8%, -1.3%, and -3.1%.6
1 Under Massachusetts regulations, in order to withdraw from the auto insurance market, a company licensed to write auto insurance in the state must submit a detailed withdrawal plan for the Commissioner's approval. 62 However, the Insurance Commissioner. has the statutory right to suspend a withdrawing company's license to write any insurance in Massachusetts if, at a hearing, the Commissioner determines that the withdrawing company acted other than to protect its solvency. 63 Another restriction is Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers (CAR) Rule 11 B.3, which states that if a withdrawing automobile insurer wishes to keep its other licenses in the State of Massachusetts, it must pay its share of the involuntary market assessments for the three years following its withdrawal from the auto insurance market. 64 67 The Massachusetts courts have upheld the constitutionality of the state's withdrawal provisions. In 1977, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts ruled that the Commissioner's discretion to force a company to surrender all of its other insurance licenses in order to withdraw from the auto insurance market violated neither the company's equal protection nor its due process rights and did not involve an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. 68 In 1991, Reliance Insurance Company and several other insurers informed the Insurance Commissioner that they were withdrawing from the auto insurance market. 69 Reliance claimed that since the companies were withdrawing, they were no longer members of the reinsurance pool and did not owe further payments. 70 An appellate court rejected the company's reasoning."
In 1990, Aetna Casualty and Surety Company filed suit in federal court claiming that § 22H and Rule 11 B.3 were unconstitutional. 72 Aetna claimed that, under the Massachusetts scheme, it would be compelled to pay $150 million over eight years to cover the reinsurance pool's debt.
7 3 In 1991, Massachusetts changed CAR Rule 11 B.3 to require that insurers only pay three years of involuntary market assessments to retain their other licenses, as opposed to the eight years previously required. As a result of this change, in January 1992 Aetna agreed to pay $87.5 million to withdraw from the Massachusetts auto insurance market. 74 
C. Califomia
In 1988, California passed "Proposition 103," a ballot initiative setting out new rules for the insurance industry, including a 20% "rollback" or reduction [Vol. 102: 1431
Automobile Insurance Market of auto insurance rates. The initiative also provided that rates could only be raised during the ensuing year if the insurer was "substantially threatened with insolvency. 7 5 Nonrenewal of a policy was allowed only for "one or more of the following reasons: (1) non-payment of premium; (2) fraud or material misrepresentation affecting the policy or insured; (3) a substantial increase in the hazard insured against." 76 The Insurance Commissioner's rules subjected the insurance companies to essentially the same kind and intensity of regulation as is applied to public utilities. Prior to Proposition 103, a competitive market determined rates in California.
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California regulators have determined that auto insurers are entitled to approximately a 10% return on investment, while public utilities receive 14%.
7 ' The Insurance Commissioner justifies this determination by claiming that 10% is the historic profit average for the auto insurance industry. 79 However, if this were in fact the average, it would not be necessary in a competitive market to regulate the rates charged. In addition, it is inconsistent to allow stockholders whose competitive business is not protected from failure and loss of their investment a lower rate of return on their investment than stockholders of a public utility receive. In 1988, California insurers suffered losses of -1.4%, while in 1989 and 1990, they earned profits of 3.6% and 2.5%, respectively, as a percentage of direct premiums earned. They had returns on net worth in the same years of -2.2%, 5.3% and 3.6%, significantly below the administratively designated 10%. 0 With the exception of the nonrenewal policy in Proposition 103, no other provisions of the law prevent a company from withdrawing from the auto insurance market in California. An insurer may withdraw from the market by discharging its liabilities in the state, 8 ' publishing its notice of withdrawal, 82 submitting to an inspection by the Insurance Commissioner, 3 and paying a small processing fee.' The day before the vote on Proposition 103, Travelers Indemnity Company and several other affiliated insurers submitted applications for withdrawal in the statutory manner. To prevent these firms from exiting the market, the Insurance Commissioner ruled that the companies could not send out nonrenewal notices to their policyholders until they had been approved We find nothing in the language of the withdrawal statutes suggesting that in the normal, case the withdrawal process is to be other than simple and expeditious.
That language [of Proposition 103] plainly implied that the mandatory renewal provision does not apply to insurers who employ the statutory procedure for withdrawing from the California insurance market. 86 In so holding, the court rejected the Commissioner's attempt to make withdrawal a complicated process.
A number of insurers have challenged the constitutionality of Proposition 103. Although the Supreme Court of California upheld most of the provisions, it invalidated some parts of the initiative. 87 The nonrenewal restrictions were found to be constitutional. However, the court held that the provision preventing the Commissioner from approving rate increases for one year unless the insurer was threatened with insolvency was unconstitutional but severable from the rest of the initiative. In upholding the 20% rate rollback, the court imposed two conditions. First, the Commissioner could not order the rate rollback without allowing a hearing on the adequacy of these rates. Second, "[o]ver the long term, the state must permit insurers a fair return." 88
Ill. EcONOMIC IMPACT OF WITHDRAWAL REGULATIONS
Currently, legislators and regulators in some states seek to regulate the auto insurance market to ensure available and affordable coverage. 8 9 Although regulators and legislators can force insurance companies to bear losses in the short run, in the long run the insurers will leave the market, thus undermining the dual objectives of available and affordable insurance. An examination of the economic incentives shows that this is the case.
A. Short Term Effects
Insurance companies in states with withdrawal restrictions must pay assessments that cover involuntary market plan deficits and charge rates below costs. Withdrawal restrictions prevent insurers from avoiding these costs by leaving the auto insurance market. Such measures are only effective in shifting the high costs of auto insurance onto insurance companies in the short run until the insurers are able to satisfy the requirements to leave the market.
Until the insurer can exit the market, the company must operate under the insurance commissioner's conditions. In a state like New Jersey, this means that auto insurers will continue to suffer significant losses. New Jersey sets the premiums insurers can charge below the insurer's expected cost. At the price set by the Insurance Commissioner, the demand for insurance policies is significantly higher than the number of policies that can be sold profitably at that price, producing an excess demand for auto insurance policies.
In addition to keeping prices low, regulators want to make insurance available for most drivers. In order to make insurance available, regulators force insurers to sell more policies than they would otherwise sell at the ceiling price. Regulators in New Jersey have done this, ordering each auto insurer to absorb a portion of the drivers in the MTF. Thus, insurers suffer a loss on each policy they are required to sell for which the price charged falls short of the costs incurred. These losses continue until the insurer exits the market.
How long an insurer must stay in a state varies with the type of regulation. The restrictions in Massachusetts allow an insurer to withdraw from the auto insurance market at any time, but in order to withdraw, the company must pay a large fine or give up its other lines of insurance within the state. 9 " In contrast, in New Jersey the Commissioner can force an insurer waiting to withdraw to spend five years seeking alternative coverage for its policyholders. Moreover, during that time the insurer must continue to accept drivers transferred out of the involuntary market pool. 91 Allstate, the largest insurer in New Jersey, has sustained huge losses in the New Jersey auto insurance market-$72 million last year and $450 million in the last twenty years.
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Allstate will continue to bear such losses until the state allows it to withdraw from the market. It is unlikely, if not impossible, that a company servicing a large segment of the market will find alternative coverage for its insureds in a market so feeble that it requires withdrawal restrictions.
When deciding whether to exit, insurance companies will weigh the losses they now incur in the auto insurance market against the profits they will lose as a result of a state's withdrawal requirements. For example, in New Jersey, an insurer must decide if its losses in the auto insurance market are high enough to justify relinquishing all other insurance licenses in that state. In Massachusetts, a company will compare the fine it must pay to the profits it earns in other lines of insurance before surrendering its license. these states do not have to consider the probability of bankruptcy and its accompanying costs because the statutes and regulations allow the respective insurance commissioners to relax the rules for companies in financial trouble.
B. Long Term Effects
Withdrawal regulations, assessments, and rate rollbacks increase the costs and risks involved in doing business and make a company's profit projections uncertain. Although insurance companies initially will have to bear the losses the state imposes on them, eventually auto insurance will become harder and more expensive to obtain.
As withdrawal regulations, assessments, and rate reductions decrease the profit potential of the auto insurance business, fewer insurers will want to sell auto insurance. Insurers contemplating entering the market will consider the possibility that they will face large assessments from state involuntary plan deficits and artificially low rates. In addition, regulations that condition market exit on the surrender of all insurance licenses or the payment of a large fine increase the costs of writing auto insurance and discourage prospective business entrants. A new company will have to take these exit costs into account when deciding whether to enter the market. An insurance company in a state which does not yet have withdrawal regulations has an incentive to get out of that line in order to avoid the risk that it will become subject to regulations that impose increased costs. An insurance company already subject to these regulations eventually will withdraw from the state if forced to operate continually at a loss. If future entrants into the business are discouraged and current insurers leave the market, competition will decrease. Insurance will become harder to obtain.
The uncertainty of assessments, low rates, and withdrawal regulations not only will make insurance harder to obtain but also will make it more expensive. Suppose that in the future state regulators and legislators, deciding that current practices are counter-productive, repeal withdrawal restrictions and allow higher rates. Insurers still would be discouraged from entering the market because of uncertainty about future regulatory decisions and the risk that new restrictions will be imposed. For example, when New Jersey established the JUA, auto insurers did not expect to be individually liable for JUA claims or debts. 93 The New Jersey courts subsequently held that insurance companies-even those companies that do not sell auto insurance-can be forced to pay these debts. 94 The state has characterized the assessed payments as loans, but since they are not official state debt, there is 
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[Vol. 102: 1431 no guarantee that they will be repaid. 9s Forcing insurers to pay this debt is likely to cause more uncertainty than any other action the state may take in the New Jersey insurance market. A major part of the JUA plan was that any excess losses were to be made up by monies collected from fines and were not the insurers' responsibility. Putting this burden on the insurers significantly increased uncertainty in all insurance markets. While auto insurers did not expect to be held responsible for the JUA deficit, insurers who did not sell auto insurance had even less reason to guess that they would be responsible for a deficit from auto insurance sales. California law requires insurers to refund 20% of the rates they charged to customers in 1988 unless this refund would leave the company without a reasonable return. 96 However, only three major companies have agreed to pay the refunds, while approximately eighty insurers still are involved in litigation protesting the rebates. 97 Insurance companies will respond to uncertainty by demanding a risk premium to continue serving the market and to cover the risk that regulation or legislation will raise their costs significantly. As a result, the cost of supplying auto insurance will increase. This will cause a rise in the price of insurance policies which will in turn cause fewer policies to be sold since fewer drivers will be able to afford them. This chain reaction undermines the professed goals of regulators. If premiums continue to be held at a level that is artificially low relative to costs, less insurance will be available because current insurers will exit the market and few new businesses will take their place.
In defense of withdrawal restrictions, it has been argued that since auto insurance companies benefit from the enforced consumption of their product (due to state requirements that all drivers buy insurance) as well as from an exemption from federal antitrust laws, 9 they should bear the burden of supporting the drivers in the involuntary market. Although this argument shows why it may be necessary to regulate the auto insurance market, it does not support the imposition of withdrawal restrictions. If insurers would rather leave the market than sell insurance under the conditions set out by the insurance commissioners, presumably they find that the benefits of a large market of drivers and exemption from the antitrust laws do not make up for the burdens involved. Therefore, if the insurers desire to exit the market, regulators cannot justify the implementation of withdrawal restrictions by pointing to the benefits insurance companies are receiving. 
C. Cross-Subsidization
Forcing multi-line insurance companies to stay in the market and charge rates below expected claims causes the insurers to subsidize auto insurance with profits from other lines. Both California and New Jersey insurance regulations contemplate that auto insurers will engage in such crosssubsidization. A New Jersey statute forbids insurers from passing on to consumers any of the charges the insurers are assessed to pay for the JUA deficit. 99 If insurers are dissatisfied with the rate of return from current premiums, insurers may apply to the Insurance Commissioner for a higher rate and pass some of the assessments on to the insureds. In determining whether an insurer is entitled to a rate increase to reflect these assessments, the Commissioner is allowed to consider, "[t]he insurer's experience on all lines of its business in New Jersey."' I Even though the Commissioner is to assure a fair rate of return, he can allow the insurance rates charged in other lines of insurance to subsidize auto insurance.
California has allowed cross-subsidization in a less obvious way. The State permits each insurer a profit of 10% of its reserves, but limits the amount of actual reserves each insurer may use for this calculation.' 0 ' Reserves are the funds an insurer has available to service claims. The trend has been toward maintaining higher reserves because increasing auto insurance losses mean more reserves are necessary to cover each policy. 0 2 California thus risks pushing insurers into insolvency. By failing to include all reserves for profit calculation, it encourages maintenance of lower actual reserves.' 0 3 Before 1988, auto insurance rates were determined by competition among the insurers. The state now requires that insurers include in their profit calculations fewer reserves than the insurers were maintaining voluntarily when their the state did not control their profits. If a company chooses to keep higher reserves, auto insurance will be subsidized by the other lines of insurance that the company supplies, and, thus, by the companies' stockholders in the form of reduced profits on the company's other lines of insurance.10 1) Jan. 20, 1992 , at 3 (discussing risk of insolvency when insurers are forced to charge excessively low rates and predicting that more insurance companies will withdraw from auto insurance market).
104. See Kertesz, supra note 78 (quoting insurers saying that California auto rates are so low that other lines of insurance and insureds in other states will be forced to subsidize California auto insurance). the same rate to all customers even though it is more expensive to service customers who are farther away from the plant. Although cross-subsidization within public utilities may be undesirable,' 6 the effects of such distortions are less evident than in the competitive insurance market. Public utilities are given monopolies in their markets and thus will not be placed at a competitive disadvantage in the market they use to subsidize the market that is generating losses. When multi-line insurance companies are forced to subsidize auto insurance with profits from other lines, they must either charge higher prices in those other markets or accept a lower overall rate of return on their capital. If they do the latter, they ultimately will be unable to attract investors because the return on the insurers' capital will be lower than other investments of comparable risk. Yet, if they do the former, then companies that do not sell auto insurance will be able to enter those markets and charge lower premiums, since they do not have to subsidize the sale of auto insurance. This means that if auto insurers are able to charge higher rates in other insurance markets, they will only be able to do so for a short time. Thus, auto insurers will be forced to use part of the profits they would normally earn from other lines of insurance to subsidize the sale of auto insurance.
When a public utility is forced to cross-subsidize, it can make up for lost profits by increasing prices in other markets because public utilities are typically monopolies. For example, if a public utility is forced to charge all consumers the same price even though servicing some consumers involves greater cost, the utility can raise the price charged to all consumers since there are no competitive forces in the market. Any consumer who wants the public utility's service is required to pay the price charged. When withdrawal restrictions prevent an auto insurance company from exiting the market by withdrawal restrictions, the firm must resort to cross-subsidization and lower profits. Public utilities are generally protected from insolvency by regulators, whereas insurance companies are not. Automobile insurers operate under the same constraints as public utilities but without commensurate protections.
IV. THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF WITHDRAWAL RESTRICTIONS
Not only are withdrawal regulations economically inefficient and counterproductive, but courts should find them unconstitutional. States have a legitimate interest in preserving insurance coverage for all drivers and preventing disruption while insurers exit the market. However, the current This article discusses the effects of cross-subsidization for utility type monopolies, but some of the observations are relevant to the insurance context. Cross-subsidization provides a subsidy to auto insurance from insureds in other states and from purchasers of other lines of insurance which is hidden from public view. Id. at 43.
106. See id. at 43-44.
regulations discussed above go too far. Forcing insurers to remain in the auto insurance market violates substantive due process and represents an unconstitutional taking. The jurisprudence interpreting the Takings Clause and Substantive Due Process rights is confusing and often contradictory.' 0 7 Especially in the area of rate regulation, there is disagreement among both courts and scholars over whether the restraint on regulation comes from the takings clause or from substantive due process doctrine. Since the Supreme Court has provided more precedent in the takings area, most courts discuss takings and due process analysis in tandem without distinguishing the two. 0 8 Despite the Court's concentration on takings analysis, it is useful to consider the arguments supporting a due process violation.
The withdrawal provisions in New Jersey and Massachusetts allow the Insurance Commissioner to condition an auto insurer's withdrawal on the surrender of its other insurance licenses within that state. Although insurers have challenged most aspects of the withdrawal schemes imposed by these states, this forfeiture condition is the most significant because of the financial losses such provisions impose. Both the Massachusetts and New Jersey courts have rejected challenges to such forfeiture provisions. In Maryland Casualty Co. v. Commissioner of Ins.," 0 9 the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts upheld the statute requiring the insurer to surrender all insurance licenses in order to exit the auto insurance market. The court devoted only one sentence to its rejection of the insurer's arguments that the law violated its due process rights and was an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. "We have reviewed these arguments," the court stated, "and find that they are without merit."'
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The New Jersey Supreme Court was more troubled by similar arguments in In re "Plan for Orderly Withdrawal from New Jersey" of Twin City Fire Ins. Co." 1 Twin City Fire Insurance Company, a subsidiary of ITT Hartford, challenged regulations forcing Twin City's affiliated insurance companies to surrender their licenses to sell insurance in other lines if Twin City withdrew from the auto insurance market. The insurer and amicus curiae made several challenges to the constitutionality of the provision,"' the strongest of which were the claims that the forfeiture condition violated the insurer's substantive due process rights and worked an unconstitutional taking of property without compensation. The Massachusetts and New Jersey courts that have considered these claims have decided them incorrectly.
A. Substantive Due Process
In Twin City, the New Jersey Supreme Court rejected the insurers' claims that the withdrawal conditions violated the company's substantive due process rights. The court drew on the substantive due process doctrine of the U.S. Supreme Court: "[A] state statute does not violate substantive due process if the statute reasonably relates to a legitimate legislative purpose and is not arbitrary or discriminatory."' 1 3 The Twin City court refused to label the withdrawal regulations arbitrary or discriminatory because it would be "inequitable" for "an insurer who enjoyed profitable operations during the pre-Reform Act period [to] abandon entirely the remedial burdens imposed by the Act on all private-passenger insurers." ' 14 The court determined that New Jersey had a compelling interest in preventing insurers from leaving the state and that the forfeiture condition reasonably accomplished state goals." 5 Although the court initially advanced the New Jersey Insurance Commissioner's justifications supporting the withdrawal provisions, it did not specify which line of reasoning supported its finding that the provisions were not arbitrary and discriminatory. The Commissioner offered two justifications for imposing the forfeiture condition on automobile insurers. First, the Commissioner condemned as unfair the insurers' attempts to leave the state's auto insurance market while profiting on other lines of insurance." 6 Second, the Commissioner contended that because auto insurers enjoyed favorable operating conditions in the past, they should not be allowed to abandon the market when it becomes unprofitable." 7 112. The insurers and amicus curiae made other claims which are not as strong as the two claims discussed in the text. These include: 1) the regulation forcing an auto insurer to try to place its insureds with another carrier for five years is an unconstitutional taking; 2) the regulation requiring insurers withdrawing from the market to continue to accept new insureds from the depopulation of the MTF until they have formally withdrawn is a violation of due process; 3) the forfeiture condition violates the unconstitutional conditions doctrine; 4) the application of the regulations violates Twin City's equal protection rights. Neither of these arguments is tenable. The Commissioner's first line of reasoning fails because New Jersey regulations arbitrarily single out automobile insurers from among all insurers to subsidize the sale of auto insurance. The court found it unfair for auto insurers to profit on other lines while withdrawing from covering drivers. Under this reasoning, the regulations should require all insurers to sell to drivers in order to do any business in the state. Multi-line insurers who sell auto insurance operate at a disadvantage when compared with insurers only servicing other lines.
Second, the Commissioner argued that fairness requires auto insurers who have previously earned profits in the New Jersey auto insurance market to bear the burden of these new regulations. However, it is not "inequitable" for insurers to earn income when market conditions are favorable and to exit when business is no longer profitable. Private business exists to earn profits for its investors. If New Jersey wants private auto insurers to continue to operate in the state, the legislature should create a regulatory climate more favorable to insurers.
The Commissioner has submitted a third justification, though one not discussed in this case, to justify singling out auto insurers. The Commissioner has suggested that because auto insurer mismanagement produced the large JUA deficit, auto insurers should remain in the market until the state resolves its auto insurance problems. 18 This rationale is untenable as well. The New Jersey Department of Insurance determined that the JUA deficit and high auto insurance premiums derived mainly from the number of cars, the level of legally required coverage, the maintenance of low rates for high-risk drivers that populated the JUA, and other regulation-related factors." 9 New Jersey insurers did not create these problems. If the regulators consider insurers to be at fault, then New Jersey should bring legal action. Without a judicial determination of liability, the Insurance Commissioner has no right to collect damages from the auto insurers.
B. Takings
The forfeiture condition also works an unconstitutional taking of property without compensation. In Twin City, the New Jersey court discussed U.S. Supreme Court precedent, including the leading regulatory takings cases,' 20 and noted that in the "handful of cases involving regulatory 'takings' of commercial property interests other than land, the Court generally has been reluctant to conclude that compensation is required."' 12 1 The Twin City court applied a three-factor balancing test to determine whether a compensable taking had occurred, considering: "the character of the governmental action, 122 the economic impact of the regulation, and whether the regulation interfered with reasonable investment-backed expectations."' 3 Concluding that the regulation satisfies the significant public interest of keeping auto insurers in New Jersey, the court found that the first factor supported the constitutionality of regulation. However, without evidence, the court could not determine the extent of the insurers' losses from enforced surrender of their licenses. Finally, it concluded that the third factor, the insurers' expectations, "lends itself to either side of the argument. "' 124 Contrary to the Twin City court's conclusion, the state's withdrawal regulations bear no rational relation to an attempt to make auto insurance available to New Jersey residents. The conditions imposed will not keep other insurers from abandoning the market. As insurers start exiting the market, drivers will have to find coverage from the remaining insurers. In addition, the number of remaining insurers will decrease as the state continues to depopulate the MTF. Initially, the remaining companies might possibly increase their earnings by absorbing profitable nonauto insurance business from departing companies. However, these increased profits will disappear in the face of losses from taking on a larger share of the unprofitable auto insurance business. In addition, insurers who do not service the auto insurance market may well pick up the nonauto insurance lines of withdrawing insurers.
The Commissioner's suggestion that the new business available will attract insurance companies to serve the auto insurance industry'25 demonstrates the fallacy of the state's scheme. A new entrant to the New Jersey market will sell only the profitable types of insurance that the regulations force Twin City to abandon. Because regulations make the auto insurance market unprofitable, no new insurers will enter that market.
Even assuming arguendo that the policy achieves a significant public interest, the other two factors outweigh the interest test. The regulation has a significant, adverse economic impact. force Twin City to leave the market. An insurer will suffer a substantial economic impact from its affiliates' surrender of their licenses. Moreover, the insurers have a reasonable investment-backed expectation of a fair rate of return. They had no opportunity to surrender their auto insurance license before the regulations went into effect, and the insurers had no notice that the state would link the sale of auto insurance to other licenses.
C. Basis for Determining Profitability
In order to determine if there has been a taking, courts must determine the economic impact of the withdrawal regulations. To do this, they must decide the basis for determining profitability. In the Twin City case, New Jersey regulators argued for the constitutionality of withdrawal restrictions by pointing to Twin City's profits on its nationwide automobile insurance. 27 The court summarized the Commissioner's claims, stating:
The Commissioner pointed out that Twin City's automobile-insurance business historically had been profitable on a national basis, that he assumed that Twin City's automobile business would continue to be profitable under the Reform Act, and that he did not accept Twin City's assertion that its automobile business would be unprofitable. 128 Neither the court nor the Commissioner explained why the company's nationwide automobile insurance profits were the relevant measure. Since the court focused on the forfeiture condition, lines of insurance sold within New Jersey presented a more obvious basis for measuring profits. The courts have avoided this question of basis and failed to define a general rule for computing reasonable rates of return in takings cases. When courts determine whether an auto insurer is receiving a fair rate of return, they should measure the return from the auto insurance line in one state only. Measuring the rate of return by the insurer's operations as a whole creates inefficient cross-subsidies and puts auto insurers at a competitive disadvantage. 2 9 The courts that have examined state assessment plans and withdrawal restrictions have affirmed that insurers must be guaranteed a fair rate of return, although they have not specified the components of that rate. In State Farm, the Supreme Court of New Jersey, quoting FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 30 stated that a fair rate of return "'should be commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises having corresponding risk. ' interference with 'distinct investment-backed expectations,' a participant in a highly regulated industry must anticipate that its profit levels can be capped or even reduced by changes in government regulation. There is no constitutional entitlement to maximum profits."' ' 32 The issue of the proper unit for measuring return has not been considered in the context of the regulation of insurance. In In re Aetna, a New Jersey court said that an insurer does not have a "right to make money on every policy written, or on every day of business."' ' 33 However, the New Jersey Supreme Court has also held that insurance companies are entitled to a level of profit that is "adequate to attract and retain invested capital."'1 34 The U.S. Supreme Court has not specified the basis for determining whether a taking has occurred within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment. In several of the leading takings cases, the Court has failed to define clearly a method for measuring the diminution of value. 35 [T]he rhetorical force of our "deprivation of all economically feasible use" rule is greater than its precision, since the rule does not make clear the "property interest" against which the loss of value is to be measured. When, for example, a regulation requires a developer to leave 90% of a rural tract in its natural state, it is unclear whether we would analyze the situation as one in which the owner has been deprived of all economically beneficial use of the burdened portion of the tract, or as one in which the owner has suffered a mere diminution in value of the tract as a whole. 37 An examination of the major takings cases confirms Justice Scalia's statement. One of the most important regulatory takings cases, Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 138 used the property being taken as the measure of the loss. The case involved a Pennsylvania statute which barred coal mining that resulted in the subsidence of any land supporting housing or certain public facilities not owned by the coal company, even when the coal company owned the right of support to the land. As the basis for computing the diminution in value, Justice Holmes' majority opinion used the value of the coal the company was forced to leave in the ground. '"To make it commercially impracticable to mine certain coal," Holmes reasoned, "has very nearly the same effect for constitutional purposes as appropriating or destroying it.'
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In dissent, Justice Brandeis argued that when evaluating the severity of a diminution of value in order to determine whether a taking has occurred, the court should consider the value of the coal relative to the value of the land as a whole rather than merely the value of the coal that must be left in the ground. 1
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This area of the law has remained confused for the balance of the century. In Keystone Bituminous Coal Ass'n v. DeBenedictis,' 4 1 the Court found that a coal company deprived of the right to mine a portion of its land did not show that there was sufficient diminution in value to constitute a taking. The Court refused to consider the coal required to be left in the ground as the relevant basis, as had been done in Pennsylvania Coal, and instead looked to the company's total mining operations as the basis for determining the diminution in value. Similarly, in Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York,' 42 the Court approved the New York City Landmark Commission's prohibition on the construction of an office tower above Grand Central Terminal because the station was still economically viable in its traditional use. The Court used the station's profits as a whole, and not the lost profits from the company's inability to use the airspace, as the basis for determining the loss.
Although recent cases have found a broader basis than that used in Pennsylvania Coal, Justice Scalia's recent mention in Lucas of the inconsistency in the Court's decisions may signal future reconsideration. Justice Scalia may have further signalled a changing attitude when he described as "unsupportable" the view of the New York Court of Appeals quoted in Penn Central:
For an extreme-and, we think, unsupportable-view of the relevant calculus, see Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City... where the state court examined the diminution in a particular parcel's value produced by a municipal ordinance in light of total value of the taking claimant's other holdings in the vicinity. 43 Courts have abdicated their responsibility to provide a workable standard. Takings analysis should not depend on the overall income of the property owner or business proprietor. The basis for determining whether a deprivation of property is a "taking" should be the value of the property itself, that piece of beach or line of business, because it will demonstrate the true impact of the regulators' decisions. The economic impact of regulating away the profitability of an entire line of business, auto insurance, imposes a dire penalty on insurers in that line and produces perverse economic incentives that distort the insurance market and render it inefficient.
V. CONCLUSION
Withdrawal restrictions have a detrimental effect on the auto insurance market. While legislators may seek to make insurance available and affordable, withdrawal restrictions only make the fulfillment of this goal less likely. In the long run, these regulations will make insurance harder to obtain and more expensive. The costs that these regulations impose will discourage new firms from entering the market and will encourage insurers presently in the business to exit as soon as possible.
The courts should find that the forfeiture condition in New Jersey's and Massachusetts' withdrawal regulations violates the insurer's due process rights and works an unconstitutional taking. By compelling insurers to supply auto insurance below cost, current rate regulations force insurers to supply a public service without compensation. When measuring whether insurers are receiving a fair rate of return, courts should designate the company's return on auto insurance in one state, not its aggregate return on all lines, as the relevant unit.
Legislatures need a comprehensive plan to deal with the crisis in auto insurance. Rising insurance costs and premiums force drivers into the involuntary market and increase the amount of subsidization. States will not achieve their goals of available and affordable insurance for all drivers by forcing insurance companies to supply auto insurance below cost.
